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Exploding Offers are Prevalent...

an exploding offer forces a worker to make a decision before she has complete information on

what her alternatives are
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...But Discouraged
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This Paper

dynamic model with one strategic firm making offers to multiple strategic workers

1. workers’ risk aversion makes exploding offers ubiquitous even w/o strategic complements

2. if exploding offers are prevalent, market frictions make workers fall through the cracks

3. utilitarian welfare of risk-averse workers is maximized iff exploding offers are banned
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Economic Environment



A Game in a Large Dynamic Matching Market

large matching market, open on [0,T ], with two types of firms

no bargaining over wage

strategic low firm j makes offers to set of strategic workers i ∈ I

worker-specific top offer exogenous arrival processes

▶ top-offer conditional arrival distribution is continuous and

has full support on [0,T ]

Workers

I

Responses Offers

Low Firms
j

Top Firms
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Strategic Workers i ∈ I

can accept only one offer

private monetary value θi ∈ [θ, θ] for strategic low firm j

monetary value θ for top firms, θ for outside option

Bernoulli utility function ui : [θ, θ] → [0, 1]

▶ increasing, concave, absolutely continuous

▶ such that ui (θ) = 0 and ui (θ) = 1

Workers

I

Responses Offers

Low Firms
j

Top Firms
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The Strategic Low Firm j

one vacancy to fill with a worker from set I

has private value vi > 0 for worker i ∈ I

knows ui , but only knows θi ∼ Fi [θ, θ]

▶ positive and continuously differentiable density fi

makes offers sequentially and commits to expiration date

▶ after a rejection, ϵ ≥ 0 time is wasted

▶ offers must last at least δ ≥ 0

Workers

I

Responses Offers

Low Firms
j

Top Firms
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Exploding Offers

an offer (tO , tD) specifies an offer communication date tO and a deadline tD ≥ tO + δ

an offer is exploding if it expires before all information about top offers is revealed, i.e. tD < T

an exploding offer is detonating if it expires as soon as possible, i.e. tD = tO + δ < T
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Equilibrium



Workers’ Sequentially-Rational Strategies

What is sequentially-rational for worker i receiving an offer (tO , tD) from strategic firm j ?

1. never accept before the deadline

2. reject iff top offer arrives before tD or the utility ui (θi ) from accepting is below the

continuation value pi (tD) := P(top offer by T | no top offer by tD)

a sequentially-rational worker strategy induces a family of distributions µi (τ | tO , tD)
describing probability of rejection by date τ conditional on rejecting offer (tO , tD)

workers’ sequentially-rational strategy profile identified by µ := (µi )i
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The Firm’s Best Response

firm’s infoset specifies current date t and not-yet-approached set I ⊂ I

for any sequentially rational µ, worker i ’s acceptance probability for offer (tO , tD) is

Ai (tD) := P(i has no top offer by tD)P(continuation value pi (tD) < ui (θi ))

firm’s strategy σ is sequentially rational given µ if, for all t ≥ 0 and I ⊂ I , σ(I , t) solves

sup
i∈I

 sup
tO≥t

tD≥tO+δ

Ai (tD)vi + (1− Ai (tD))
∫

Cµ(I−i , τ + ϵ)dµi (τ | tO , tD)︸ ︷︷ ︸
expected continuation value conditional on rejection
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Equilibrium Existence

a pair (µ, σ) is an equilibrium if µ is sequentially rational and σ is sequentially rational given µ

µ is monotone if (tO , tD) 7→ µi (· | tO , tD) is non-decreasing in FOSD sense

▶ e.g., if workers reply as soon as they know they will reject

▶ e.g., if workers always reply at the expiration date

a monotone equilibrium is an equilibrium (µ, σ) such that µ is monotone

Proposition. A monotone equilibrium always exists.
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Exploding Offers & Risk Aversion



Theorem 1

For all distributions for θi , there is a concave ui s.t., if worker i ’s utility function ui is

more risk-averse than ui , then for all exogenous top-offer arrival processes for worker i

▶ if δ = 0, then in all equilibria the firm only makes detonating offers to i

▶ in all monotone equilibria, before T − δ, the firm only makes detonating offers to i .

ui is more risk averse than ui if ui is an increasing and strictly concave transformation of ui

the market is pervasively risk averse if ui is more risk averse than ui for all workers i
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Proof Outline and Main Takeaway

Step 1: if probability of acceptance Ai is decreasing, detonating offer is optimal

Step 2: probability of acceptance can be written as function of continuation value only,

Ai ≡ P(i never receives a top offer)
P(ui (θi ) ≥ pi )

1− pi

Step 3: if ui is concave enough, then Ai is increasing in pi

Step 4: for all top-offer arrival processes, continuation value pi is always decreasing in time

when workers are sufficiently risk averse, firms can “entice applicants into ending the

anxiety and uncertainty by accepting early” (Roth & Xing, 1994)
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Welfare



Falling Through the Cracks

worker i falls through the cracks if she does not receive a top offer and would have accepted

an offer from the strategic low firm, which instead proposed to some worker k with vk < vi

Proposition. Consider a pervasively risk-averse market. If δ + ϵ > 0 and δ < T , there

exist exogenous top-offer arrival processes such that, in all monotone equilibria, workers

fall through the cracks with positive probability.

firm may skip a preferred worker who is likely to reject due to risk of losing others

potential side-effect of minimal offer lengths that do not ban exploding offers
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Workers’ Ex-Ante Aggregate Welfare

given a pair (µ, σ), workers’ welfare is the sum of workers expected payoffs

a pair (µ, σ) is worker-optimal if it maximizes workers’ welfare

exploding offers have opposing effects on workers’ welfare

▶ may induce unstable matches and workers falling through the cracks → reduces welfare

▶ yet, screening of worker’s private value for the firm, ui (θi ) → increases welfare
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Theorem 2

In a pervasively risk-averse market s.t. expectations E[ui (θi )] have same weak order as

firm’s values vi , all equilibria are worker-optimal iff exploding offers are banned, δ ≥ T .

step 1: for each individual worker, a longer deadline implies higher expected payoff

step 2: given any order of offers, non-exploding offers maximize insurance for all workers

step 3: if exploding offers are banned, the firm always proposes according to a truthful order
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Conclusion



Conclusion

workers’ risk aversion alone can make exploding offers ubiquitous

in pervasively risk-averse markets, workers can fall through the cracks

in pervasively risk-averse markets, banning exploding offers is worker-optimal
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Appendix



Sufficiently Risk-Averse Utility Function

Proof sketch. Drop subscript and let v = u−1 so that F ◦ u−1 = F (v). If F is convex, then

identity map works. Otherwise,

(F (v))′′ = f ′(v)(v ′)2 + f (v)v ′′ ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ − v ′′

(v ′)2
≤ f ′(v)

f (v)

Then, defining c := min[θ,θ] f
′(v)/f (v) < 0, we have that F (v) is convex if

− v ′′

(v ′)2
= c

Then, solve differential equation and show inverse of v is concave utility function back
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